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Gandhiji’s Perspective on Nai Talim

in context of Modern Education

System
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An endeavor has been made to put light on the maxim of Gandhiji and his

instructive way of thinking on life, social training, fundamental schooling.

Gandhiji needed to change over the entire world into peacefulness and see the

general public where residents are residing in agreement. This motivation behind

peacefulness and concordance can be accomplished exclusively by following the

different statements of Gandhiji. As per him, truth and training assist one with

coming to at the pinnacle of self-realization. He needed a quiet friendly upheaval

through essential training.
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1. Introduction

The expression Nai Talim is a mix of two words-Nai Means

‘New’ and Talim - a Urdu word-signifies ‘Schooling’. ... All in all, in

educating learning process, instructor student ought to gain from

one another. They ought to have shared arrangement. Nai Talim is a

philosophy which expresses that knowledge and work are not

discrete. Mahatma Gandhi advanced an instructive educational plan

with a similar name in light of this instructive standard. Gandhi was

an idealistic; he attempted to bring ‘the Realm of God on the earth’

(Ram Rajya) where truth and peacefulness would be core values. His

utopianism emerged out of his adoration for humankind. The three

mainstays of Gandhi’s instructional method were its emphasis on the 

long-lasting person of schooling, its social character and its structure

as a comprehensive cycle. For Gandhi, training is ‘the moral

improvement of the individual’, a cycle that is by definition ‘lifelong

learning’.

2. Nai Talim Methodology of Mahatma Gandhi

Nai Talim or Basic Education is considered as instruction

forever. It is an equivalent of basic education which is a fundamental

considered Gandhiji on schooling. Its point is to fabricate a kid

independent by empowering him to utilize his obtained information

and abilities in pragmatic issues of life. Mahatma Gandhi has given

his plan of Nai Talim (New Education) in a very much figured

methodology to training in 1937 in his newspaper ‘Harijan’. It is an

all-around created theory of instruction based on tests he did well

from 1904 when he was in South Africa to his visit in ashrams in India 

at Sabarmati (Gujarat) and Sevagram (Maharashtra). It is a way to

deal with the all-out character advancement of body, brain and soul

and depended on four fundamental standards :

1. Schooling or learning in first language alongside craftsmanship 

work,

2. Work ought to be connected with most valuable professional

requirements of the region.

3. Learning ought to be connected with vocational work.

4. Work ought to be socially valuable and useful required for

living.



This methodology of work driven instruction with innovation

open privately was the fundamental methodology of Nai Talim. It is

basically a mass instruction approach because of its centrality of

socially helpful work, and was relied upon to make National System

of Education.

3. Fundamental Formulation of Nai Talim

The three components of training - learning, work and locally

accessible innovation are connected by an iterative interaction:

 Training + work + Technology = Socially Useful Productive

                                                              Work (SUPW)

In this definition,

l Work is thought to be healthy, having schedule, rest,

progress and joy all incorporated into working and utilizing

innovation.

l Innovation is either enabling and/or non-shady of

individuals and nature, and does offer healthy work, and

doesn’t make an individual a ‘gear-tooth in the machine’ and 

debases human innovative nature, or dirties and corrupts

the nature around.

l Instruction is the learning through working and utilizing

innovation for making SUPW, in which quality is inserted

because of result of work (items and administrations) being

socially helpful and supportive in raising efficiency of every

one of those associated with utilizing the items and

administrations. This is the Nai Talim that could be engaged

with the most common way of working-in its bits of

feedbacks, throughputs and results - giving opportunity and 

independence to the student and his/her work in picking

and making new cycles and results.

4. Linkage with Life-long Learning and Developing

A training framework could be planned and created in which

individual and social execution could be improved by giving

independence to the student and his learning for doing healthy work

and to make work inventive and imaginative. Another issue is the

means by which to make this process a long lasting, inventive and

creative, just as valuable for satisfying the requirements of living and
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working. Gandhian methodology in training is for learning forever,

gaining from life and learning all through life - connecting training

with yoga, industry and helpful working (yoga, udyoga and

sahayoga). It is a way for getting the hang of, working, creating and

changing constantly what’s more ascending on higher social and

development levels of innovation and post-advancement.

5. Failure of Nai Talim

Prior to thinking about the idea of New Age society, it is smarter
to know why Nai Talim was met with rout in its execution in India.
The conspicuous reasons are the establishing standards of two
frameworks, western model of schooling as embraced in India and
Nai Talim, are incongruous. Current Indian schooling framework is
an instrument for the industrialization, which relies upon large scale
manufacturing and worldwide showcasing processes, which are
serious and shifty in nature. The idea of abundance made and utilized
in large scale manufacturing and open advertising frameworks with
monetary business models for the worth or abundance creation, have
restricted the importance of abundance as far as GDP development as
estimated in financial terms. The social capital, which is very
fluctuated and various as needed for living and working, isn’t really
convertible as far as just one measure, cash. The mass creation
processes clearly remove occupations from numerous and makes
them not just non-benefitting furthermore non-cutthroat, yet in
addition removes occupations and working freedoms, makes them
non-useful what’s more pointless for society. This is the essential
inconsistency between work driven and information driven learning
and working methodologies. As per Gandhian Nai Talim, we remove
essential capacity of living of long-lasting working, learning and
making by accomplishing healthy work for moderate and good
living.

6. Conclusion

Observing formative ways and connecting them with training
is a major issue. Our objectives are restricted at this stage in
observing Social Developmental Education model that will look like
with Nai Talim and connection the schooling with arranged
improvement with help for offering Quality Education for All that
will allow imaginative and inventive instruction fundamental for
living and working cycles to people and gatherings.
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